
both negative and positive. Organisations 
around the world have been pushed into 
changing their approaches to most aspects 
of work and not one business, of any size, 
is going to get away without making more 
changes the coming months. In this period 
of ill-defined transition, what’s next? Where 
do we go from here? It’s important to have 
a clear understanding of where you want 
to go and be prepared to improvise to get 
there. There’s value in stripping back and 

reducing the “old ways” to nothing to build 
back stronger and better, but a bold and 
confident response is also often seen as a 
demonstration of solid leadership. This 
Review is about pioneering. Taking the road 
less travelled and hypothesising your way 
into the future. As the world continues to 
throw curve balls in all directions, catching, 
dodging, and most importantly learning 
from them is what is important as we enter 
the next phase of work to be done  

in size, and thick ice covers about 98%  
of the land. Planning for anything, let  
alone a monumental change project,  
in these conditions is certainly a challenge. 
Though we are all used to the striking 
scenery and extreme climate, even it has  
not been without its historic changes –  
it used to be as warm as Melbourne.

There are often unavoidable triggers 
of change. The pandemic impacted all 
walks of life, and change has been aplenty, 

Antarctica is not only the world's 
southernmost continent. It is also the 
world's highest, driest, windiest, coldest, 
and iciest. It’s about 5.5 million square miles 

TIP OF THE 
ICEBERG

The British Antarctic Survey’s 
modernisation programme is 
designed to minimise reactive 
work. This means planning ahead – 
and for fairly obvious reasons. 
On Shifting Ice, page 4 
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HOME 
 VS 
 OFFICE: 

homes and the social camaraderie of 
the corporate office. Neither individual 
option offers all the benefits of both 
together, so asking them to choose is 
simply wrong.

A recent PwC report found 65% of 
employees in the U.S. labour market 
were looking for a new job as of August 
2021. Perhaps that’s why they pivoted and 
announced they will allow all of their U.S. 
employees who can telework the option to 
work from anywhere in the U.S. moving 
forward. The report coincided with data 
from Glassdoor suggesting that online 
job searches for remote positions jumped 
460% in the two years between June 2019 
and June 2021.

PwC’s new policy, which overwrites 
previous ‘hybrid’ statements by the firm, 
will impact nearly 40,000 employees in 
client service roles, including consultants, 
auditors and tax professionals. The firm 
says it is the first professional services 
organisation to offer employees a 
permanent work-from-anywhere option. 
PwC’s deputy people leader told CNBC  
“If you’re a client services employee in 
good standing and you want to work 
virtually, we will make it happen —  
full stop.”.

Is this good strategy or a case of PWC’s 
marketeers grabbing an opportunity for it 
to be the “first” professional services firm?

The “good standing” caveat is 
interesting. What does that say of the 

firm’s culture? And does it not also risk 
the employee taking inward, self-centred 
decisions to the potential detriment of the 
collective? How will PwC and others who 
follow suit balance ‘me freedoms’ within 
‘we boundaries’?

But therein sits a key problem in all 
discussion and analysis of any public 
statement, be that Morgan Stanley’s CEO 
James Gorman stating: “If you can go to 
a restaurant in New York City, you can 
come to the office, and we want you in the 
office.”, or the UK’s Nationwide Building 
Society, who in March 2021 said they 
would implement a “work anywhere” 
policy for office-based employees. 
Everyone is looking for percentages.  
How many in the office, how many 
remote? How many days remote? Does 
50% mean two days one week and three 
the next, or does that mean one week in 
and one week remote?  

We all want the numbers that 
others have settled on for 
one simple reason: because 
most big corporates and 
their suppliers are not pre-
disposed to experimentation. 
It is easier to copy than it is to 
boldly go it alone.

But the reality is that since every 
organisation entered the pandemic with a 
unique set of strengths and susceptibilities, 
there is no off-the-shelf blueprint plan for 
the way out. The weak will try and revert to 
their pre-pandemic models, because that’s 
easier than contending with the fall-out of 
a forensic analysis of how well they worked 
(or didn’t) before. The less weak, but 
equally uncreative, will copy the decisions 
made by those who they see most closely 
resemble them.

But others will look differently on how 
effectively they pivoted in the eye of the 
storm of Spring 2020 and the best leaders 
are realising that it’s ok to be honest and 
open about not having all the answers. 
Instead, they are simply laying out a  
series of test hypotheses. 

It carries risk, of course. But it 
will expose you to the scale of the 
opportunity. And frankly, the other 
option (minor iterative tweaks to the 
now shabby looking edges of mothballed 
pre-pandemic workplaces that COVID-19 
has since exposed as deficient) won’t 
cut it for employees who’ve spent their 
own cash redesigning corners of their 
homes, garages, and garden sheds to 
support their role in your organisation. 
The pressure is on to mirror their effort 
and personal investments and radically 
reimagine your workplace systems. 

Some organisations are well ahead. 
But most are not. They are confused 

consequently have expensive insurance 
policies to protect from those implied or 
actual failures. That needs upending. If 
your property teams are to find a way of 
driving radical innovation throughout 
their supply chain, then the minimum 
viable product, rapid prototyping, failing 
fast approach that will be needed to 
support you through the coming months, 
will need to be embraced. 

Bear in mind though that the 
mainstream corporate real estate supply 
chain has historically failed to show 
you exactly how workplace directly 
contributes to business performance and 
competitive advantage and so has, on-

route, produced a 
largely unaudited 
product that in real 
terms varies very 
little between one 
client solution and 
another. You may 
need different eyes 
on this project.

We may also 
need vocabularies. 

Ones that offer more granularity or 
finesse. Does ‘collaboration’ as a catch-
all description accurately capture the 
complexity of every nuance around the 
work one does with others? Although 
the idea that the Innuits had 50 words 
for snow has been busted as a myth (the 
number is closer to 25), it does feel as 

and uncertain, nervous of being cast as 
luddites if they say they want employees 
back, or as reckless if they say they 
intend to dispose of their office footprint 
altogether. What is right for one, will be 
different for the next, so they will find 
little help gazing at each other and must 
instead start looking at themselves. 

The exit route will also depend on an 
organisation’s attitude toward ‘failure’. 
Is it something you recognise as a step 
in forwarding iterative improvement 
and development – a side product of 
innovation practices? Or is it something 
that is chastised and scrutinised in 
forensic depth. 

Failure is clearly a hard concept to 
embrace, especially when corporate 
property teams’ consultants and suppliers 
are bound by tight contracts that allow 
smart people in legal and procurement 
to call out failure with punitive intent 
at the first wrong turn. These suppliers 

though we need to take time to consider, 
and more accurately examine, how 
employees interact collaboratively.

So, rather than pitching office against 
home, we should instead be seeing a linear 
scale. That scale can have permanently 
remote employees at one extremity and 
permanently office-based at the other,  
but thereafter, an employees’ location  
on the scale can be almost anywhere – 
and can change day to day, week to week, 
role to role.

By looking at the optionality through 
a linear scale rather than a binary, 
polarising over-simplification, you start 
to see then understand the subtlety 
and nuance. Few employees who were 
previously office-based will never return 
to the office. And few ‘permanently’ 
office-based colleagues will never seek 
a day here or there to work remote. So, 
let’s focus the hybrid work debate and the 
experiences offices and homes will offer 
the vast majority of employees who sit 
somewhere in from the ends of the home 
to office spectrum.

This is not about marketeers rescuing 
organisations from the perils of 
designers’ failings. Or of one bank doing 
one thing and another doing the opposite. 
It is ultimately about building effective 
business solutions around employees that 
enable them to do the very best they can 
in the roles they are in. It really is no more 
complicated than that 

office and hybrid working was ‘marketing’. 
It conjured images of marketing teams 
being deployed to market and sell offices 
to employees, to have them flocking to 
return rather than told to return, despite 
the quality and effectiveness of the 
environment being marketed.

The data Leesman has captured shows 
exactly where offices have failed and 
where homes are winning. And we’ve 
made that information as widely available 
as possible. Yet most design teams choose 
to conveniently ignore those insights, in 
favour of a path well-trodden. One that 
focuses on the aesthetic outcome over  
the business outcome. 

This will further amplify the battle 
raging both in corporate boardrooms  
and in domestic sitting rooms around  
the world, that has home vs office pitted  
in a bitter confrontation.

These debates are like a custody battle 
over employees caught between the 
comfort and effectiveness of their own 

The average home supports the average 
employee better than the average new 
office. It is a body blow, an own goal,  
a damning indictment of the quality  
of the offices millions of employees  
have endured. 

Why? Perhaps because design has 
been allowed to veer from a “form follows 
function” imperative as much as the  
fact our homes and our access to 
technology has been revolutionised in  
the last 10 years. Maybe those buying 
these designs feel they need to get 
10-year’s use unchanged, despite how the 
business changes. Whatever the reason, 
the pandemic has offered an opportunity 
to wholly reappraise our people / place 
preconceptions...

I used that “average home, average 
employee, average office” line recently 
in response to a social media post that 
filled me with frustration and dread. 
It suggested that the knight in shining 
armour for the future success of the  

It’s time to address the failings in the home vs office 
debate. Organisations would do better to work on their 
own solution, by looking inwards at what’s on offer and 
what isn’t. 

‘Failure’ is a word those leading organisations 
have developed an organisational maturity 
around, learning much from the technology 
teams where fail fast is just how they roll.  
If it’s wrong, work it out quickly, fix the fault. 
Move on.

Let the battle commence
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For leaders overseeing complex operations,  
or heading into strategically icy waters, knowing 
when to change direction—or to scrap a plan 
entirely—is a critical asset. Jonathan Ager of the 
British Antarctic Survey explains how to juggle 
forward planning with adaptability.

BAS’ mission is simple; to improve the 
infrastructure on location to better 
support the science. It is the biggest 
government investment in the region for 
four decades. The programme includes 
the construction of a new building 
at the Rothera Research Station on 
Adelaide Island – the Discovery Building, 
replacing six older, heritage buildings 
with this single structure. Although the 
British Antarctic Territory was formed 
in 1962, British presence in the region 
dates back to the early 1900s. These 
facilities, while still functional, are 
costly to maintain and require replacing 
to support new research projects.

The Discovery Building is to house 
a medical facility, offices, workshops, 
preparation areas for expeditions as 
well as recreational spaces. But it has 
been designed to be adaptable and 
reconfigurable for different types of 
spaces if required in the future. Baking-in 
forward thinking means that operations 
can evolve over time without the need for 
more extensive work in some of the most 
challenging construction environments 
on the planet.

The modernisation programme is 
designed to minimise the amount of 
reactive work that’s required. This  

means planning 
ahead – and for fairly 
obvious reasons. 

“The problem 
with Antarctica is 
that you can’t make a 
mistake. You need to 
understand exactly 

how everything is going to work; how 
the space is used in minute detail.”

The harsh winters mean work can 
only realistically be completed during 
six months of the year. 

“And this is before mentioning that 
Antarctica is, well, far away. It’s remote; 
you can’t just go and get a bag of bolts.”

Part of the infrastructure 
modernisation included replacing  
two vessels with a single ship – known 
as the RRS Sir David Attenborough.  
The knock-on implication of 
introducing a larger ship into operation 
was that a new 74 metre wharf needed 
to be constructed. This gave BAS the 
opportunity to improve its processes  
as well.

The research station shifted from 
shipping materials on pallets to a 
process called containerisation; 
another part of the programme aimed  
at making working life on site far  
more efficient. Every element of  
the programme has been crafted by  
a carefully cultivated mindset. 

Factoring in all aspects of the 
operation—in addition to upgrading 
physical equipment—ensures that  
an ethos of continuous improvement  
is embedded.  

How do you know when to start on a fresh 
page? Is it when you run out of directions 
in which to turn? Or when you can see 
obstacles ahead and decide to divert 
now rather than tackling them head 
on? Baked into any strategy, agenda or 
mission should be an ability to adapt, 
pivot, and be flexible when required – 
and in some cases, tear up the plan and 
start again. Arguably the most important 
trait is knowing when to follow each of 
those paths. Workplace leaders have had 
to keep up with an unprecedented rate 
of change over the past 18 months. It 
requires a strong leadership mindset  
to admit when a long-held plan needs  
to change, and an ability to understand 
and forecast where decisions made now 
will have downstream implications.

Jonathan Ager, Programme Director 
for the British Antarctic Survey (BAS), 
is confronted with these challenges 
daily. Having joined the organisation 
in September 2019, he is now in charge 
of the BAS’ Antarctic Infrastructure 
Modernisation Programme (AIMP), 
a long-term project to upgrade and 
future-proof buildings and supporting 
infrastructure on the continent. Not 
only does he report to the BAS itself, 
which oversees much of the scientific 
research activity, but also to the Natural 
Environment Research Council (NERC), 
which is the overarching body funding 
much of the BAS’ work. 

Planning large-scale upgrade work  
is a thankless task; but Ager believes  
in placing himself and his team firmly  
in the driving seat.

“Don’t be reactive; be the master of  
your own destiny. Longer-term planning 
involves actually seeing your vision for  
the future and building around that.”

Aerial view of the British Antarctic 
Survey's Dash 7 aircraft flying over 
Rothera Research Station. 

Photo by Adam Bradley BAS
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“Any organisation needs 
to modernise, not just its 
physical structures, but also 
the way that it operates.”

Finding ways of tackling a problem, 
even problems which may not initially 
appear as problems, might open up more 
opportunities elsewhere. Improving 
certain processes at Rothera, for example, 
means modernising through reducing the 
number of people required to be on site. 

“The money we spend on science is 
better spent on other aspects which will 
offer a return.”

For instance, clearing snow is a fairly 
labour-intensive task. But they have 
created a large wind deflector which will 
throw the snow clear of the building. The 
result means that the labour hours which 
can be accommodated on site—in itself 
limited by the size of the living quarters—
can be directed towards the science.

Ager says that this is another example 
of being in charge of your own destiny; 
snow clearance could still be completed 
manually, but the opportunity arose to 
make that task redundant. And there 
will likely be more opportunities for 
obsolescence as the largest challenge  
on the continent looms straight ahead.

Ager must be on guard against events 
which force a rethink to the plan, such 
as cracks in the ice. With climate change 
accelerating, this manifested itself in 
fairly drastic action. Constructed in 2012, 
the Halley VI Research Station is situated 
on the Brunt Ice Shelf in Antarctica. 
Segmented into eight sections, it sits on 
top of ski-fitted hydraulic legs. In 2016, 
BAS began to see cracks in the ice shelf, 
which meant it was time for a relocation. 
Each module, which weighs up to 70 
tonnes, was towed individually to its new 
spot. The decision was made to design 
a moveable research station given the 
evolution of the natural environment.

Some monumentally large icebergs 
have broken off the ice shelf in recent 
times. “Now, every week there is a  
crack check.”

But Ager’s job is to adapt to these 
changing conditions and build in 

environmental resilience. He tells the 
story of Antarctic runways – one of the 
most important strategic air bridges to 
continental South America. Planes are 
designed specifically to be able to land 
in snow fields or on blue ice runways, 
where the brakes are essentially useless. 
Elsewhere, gravel runways are utilised.

“The gravel runway is bound  
together by frozen water. The result 
is a smooth runway that is as strong 
as a tarmac runway you see at any 
international airport.

“But we’re currently seeing many more 
days where the temperature is above zero, 
and therefore the water isn’t freezing.  
The result is a mushy surface, which 
creates erosion: it means that the surface 
is so much harder to maintain.”

As temperatures in the region continue 
to rise, Ager’s team is needing to pivot 
its operations, focusing both on runway 
maintenance as well as upgrading the 
planes themselves, which were originally 
procured in the 1990s, to ensure that  
they can keep the air bridge open  
safely. Whether aircraft are required  
to land on ice or gravel, safety is still  
the ultimate goal. 

Ager began his career in the Royal Air 
Force. Leaving six years ago after three 
decades of service, he spent considerable 
time in project management, looking 
after two portfolios of projects carrying 
around £28bn of through-life cost value. 

His experience in overseeing such 
programmes earned him his current role. 
And given the longevity of the work that 
is being carried out and the number of 
stakeholders and moving parts involved, 
he says it is crucial to have the end goal 
clear in mind—and to keep it clear in  
your mind as you make key decisions. 

It is easier said than done though. The 
BAS needs to factor in decades worth of 
scientific research before it makes any 
infrastructure decisions. If they want to 
install a wind turbine as part of its carbon 
emissions reduction plans, they must 
consider whether it will create unintended 
consequences on local wildlife.

“We may need to relocate a building, 
or a project, but first we must understand 
the science that’s involved. There’s long-
term data that is being collected over the 
course of many years; a turbine or a move 
may interfere with those results.

“It’s incredible that there are so many 
variables in this joint venture.”

On projects with several stakeholders, 
it can be easy for a cacophony of noise to 
cloud judgement and decision making. 
For leaders, it can be even more difficult 
to keep the noise away from the team on 
the ground, disrupting workflows with 
unnecessary input. Ager answers to both 
the BAS and the NERC, meaning his role 
requires an intricate understanding of 
the objectives of each organisation.

“It’s important to keep on engaging,” 

says Ager. “Particularly at the early 
stages of a project, follow the GOAT 
technique: go out and talk. You can 
never engage enough. 

“But for your team, you must 
understand your role within that. These 
inputs need to be decoded carefully so 
that they are unambiguous, and they can 
continue without further interference.” 

This level of engagement early 
on allows a culture of clarity and 
understanding to bleed through  
an organisation.

“It’s not just about the 
tangibles—the things 
you build—it’s about the 
organisation you want it 
to be. As a science-driven 
organisation, we are able to 
articulate why investment  
is appropriate. If you can 
define your mission, you  
can plan for it.”

And that is exactly what Ager instils 
throughout his running of the 
modernisation programme. While he 
can speak at length about the intricacies 
of upgrading a runway or a new building, 
he also understands the underlying 
culture that he is building on; keeping the 
organisation’s overall objective at heart, 
not allowing deviations to side-track or 
complicate decision making. Planning 
so meticulously that you can predict 
problems before they happen, and so that 
flexibility can be baked in. Understanding 
that while some parts of your strategy are 
technically fine, planned obsolescence 
can be a good thing.

With workplace leaders set on 
finessing their workplace futures for 
entire workforces, there are so many 
factors at play which could cause rippling 
effects for years to come; one of those 
factors being the refusal to change at all. 
Knowing when to start on a fresh page, 
like Jonathan Ager, could be a critical 
conclusion to come to 

 

Opposite: A penguin walks on the runway 
at the British Rothera research base on the 
Antarctic Peninsula. Another type of bird, 
the south polar skua, is becoming a menace 
to planes by gathering on the runway, which 
is warmer than the surrounding snow. 

Compared with primitive surroundings,  
the base is high tech, has hot running water, 
internet access and a canteen with chefs.

Photo Pete Bucktrout BAS

© HBA-BAS Discovery Building
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As the world prepared for the delayed 
Tokyo 2020 Olympic Games to begin, each 
nation took the opportunity to identify 
their best chances of winning medals. 
Historically for Team GB, they have been 
a dominant force in cycling events and 
this year was no different, topping the 
table with 12 medals. Jason Kenny is now 
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How an amateur track cyclist reverse-engineered  
a strategy to beat national teams to gold – and how 
it can be applied to organisation’s work and place 
strategies too. 

the most decorated British Olympian in 
history, winning seven gold medals in 
track cycling, followed by Sir Chris Hoy, 
with six and Sir Bradley Wiggins, with  
five (eight medals overall). 

In the previous track cycling events 
at the last three Olympic Games, Team 
GB has won 20 out of 30 gold medals 

contested. But in Tokyo, there were 
lower expectations. British Cycling’s 
performance director, Stephen Park, 
said that the technical advantages that 
the team has previously enjoyed over its 
competition have narrowed; in particular, 
making up the gap with faster equipment 
to try and end the team’s dominance in 
the sport. Other teams and nations have 
either sought to exploit areas of weakness, 
chip away at marginal gaps, or devise new 
methods and strategies which deviate 
entirely from the norm.

One person who falls under the third 
category in particular — although he 
would argue that he comfortably sits in  
the other two as well — is Dan Bigham. 
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Dan Bigham is a British racing cyclist.  
In 2017 he won gold at the British National 
Track Championships as part of his 
amateur team. He won gold at both the 
2017 and 2018 editions of the UCI Track 
World Cup in the blue riband Team Pursuit 
race, rising from obscurity to beat several 
national teams. He subsequently rode for 
his country at both the Commonwealth 
Games and the World Championships in 
2018, although he has never worked as a 
coach for British Cycling.

Instead, he is currently working for 
the Danish national team, and supported 
them winning a gold and two silver 
medals in Tokyo. The team, with Bigham’s 
support, beat the world record three times 
in two days at the World Championships 
in Berlin.

Bigham credits his engineering 
mindset and ambitious goals for his 
success. His book, Start at the End: How 
Reverse-Engineering Can Lead to Success, 
illustrates how this approach can be 
applied to problems outside of the sporting 
world. His forensic mindset not only beat 
the more financially-backed outfits, but 
it persuaded them to adopt some of his 
techniques, completely dismantling  
the normal behaviours the entire sport 
had conformed to over the years. Later, 
riders from other teams, including the  
U.S. national team, were desperate to  
join Bigham as they felt it was a step up. 

How did it start? How did a group of 
24–25-year-olds, fresh out of university 
and starting much later than other riders 
(who would typically begin at age 14 or 15), 
reach the heights that they did?

“It all began with a bit of a moan in 
group text chats,” says Bigham. “We 
questioned some of the decisions these 
professional teams—sometimes national 

team’s overall energy. The fourth rider can 
effectively put in more effort at the front  
of the train and then peel away, which is 
more efficient than continuing at the back 
of the pack.

Bigham and the team, time rich but 
relatively cash poor, decided to focus on 
where the largest improvement could 
be made for the financial and personal 
investment inputted.

“You’re often led to believe that your 
wheels, frame and equipment are hugely 
important,” says Bigham. “Some would 
focus on ensuring the bikes were the most 
efficient they could possibly be in terms  
of drag and aerodynamics.”

But he calculated that the majority  
of the drag is down to the rider itself.

“The equipment counts for around 20% of 
your total drag. It made sense for us to focus 
on the rider; it’s the best bang for our buck.”

Bigham spent a lot of time developing 
test systems in order to make the rider 
more aerodynamic through optimising 
ride positions to the margin of what the 
regulations would allow. Everything was 
geared towards getting the most out of 
the rider. 

“We needed to remove that old school 
mindset, instead following the numbers 
which said that the rider is physiologically 
capable of doing this.”

Removing that mindset also allowed 
Bigham to work with a number of 
manufacturers to develop more  
efficient equipment.

“You both want to achieve the same 
goals, and once that’s clear the R&D 
teamwork becomes easier and you  
can both make big steps forward.”

The success was immediate. So much 
so, that other nations began taking the 
same approach.

teams—were making, asking ourselves 
why they chose a certain strategy or 
certain equipment.”

Each of the riders were newly qualified 
with degrees in engineering, psychology 
and sports physiology. Bigham, in tandem 
with teammates Charlie Tanfield, Jacob 
Tipper and Jonathan Wale, spotted  
an opportunity to invest their time and 
ideas into a project: to beat these teams 
that they considered to be performing 
sub-optimally. 

Bigham stresses that his approach is 
different to the well-established ‘marginal 
gains’ theory, adopted by several sporting 
outfits, from Formula 1 teams to British 
Cycling, notably under the direction of  
Sir Dave Brailsford.

“Those in the sport had always 
approached it in a different way. With 
marginal gains, you are looking to make 
incremental improvements, making 
yourself slightly more powerful or slightly 
more dynamic. You are looking for 1 or 
2 per cent improvements. Instead, we 
quite literally started with the end—to 
win gold—and then we were able to break 
that down into its constituent parts. It was 
something that felt quite natural to me  
as an engineer; it is a process my mind 
goes through.”

Track cycling has a more controlled 
approach to it than road cycling. Firstly, 
it’s indoors, so there is no requirement 
to factor weather into any calculations. 
Secondly, it’s far more structured. If you 
get caught out on the other side of a crash 
on the road, it can completely wreck  
your race.

Team track cycling is reliant on an 
understanding of power and aerodynamics, 
and how to optimise those and ensure 
they are as efficient as they can be. 

Stripping back a strategy in whichever 
field, says Bigham, helps you to 
understand what actually matters in 
achieving the goal. By breaking down 
traditions, a one per cent improvement 
could become five per cent, or more, 
because you are able to begin the journey 
heading in the right direction, akin to 
course-correcting at an early stage. And 
clarity on the goal itself is critical to this.

“People are obsessed with data; there’s 
so much technology that enables you  
to measure things. But if you don’t have 
an objective that you need to achieve, 
in a particular timeframe, and you 
haven’t understood all the performance 
determinants of that objective, then you’re 
just measuring for measurement’s sake.”

But, like working with his 
manufacturing partners and his 
teammates, empowering everyone in the 
team to work with the same mentality 
to get involved and think about things 
differently will result in a performance  
far outweighing the sum of its parts. 

“Historically, athletes were the people 
who sit on the bike, ride it and get the 
result. Everything else was decided 
around them; they weren’t involved in the 
process. I found that if I created the tools 
and the network for the rider to do their 
own testing, they can analyse their own 
training and they’re empowered to make 
their own improvements.”

Bigham put this theory to work with 
the Danish cycling team. He has supplied 
the team with the right information and 

“From a physics perspective, cycling is so 
simple to objectify. You have the power 
meter: how much energy is going in, and 
you know how fast you’re going. Those two 
are literally linked by physical equations. 
Once you know your equations, you can put 
coefficients of drag to each. You know how 
aerodynamic you are, how efficient your 
tyres are, how efficient your drive train is.”

From finding ways of increasing 
wattage—the power a rider puts into  
the bike—to ensuring the bike and the 
tyres are designed aerodynamically, 
teams historically would look at ways  
of finding an extra few percentage 
points. Instead, Bigham looked at his 
target of a certain time in the race and  
set about calculating what percentages  
and wattage was required.

“If you want to go this fast, we need to 
put this amount of energy in and we need 
to be this efficient on our other metrics 
[such as aerodynamics].”

The discrepancy between marginal 
gains and reverse-engineering is in  
the amount of freedom that the latter 
allows you. You’re not limited in your 
thinking because you’re not building  
on a foundation that’s already in place;  
in fact, you can break that foundation 
down entirely and build a new one.

Perhaps the clearest example is in race 
strategy. Within the team pursuit, there 
was an accepted way of riding. With four 
riders within a ride train ‘slipstream’, 
the rider at the front needs to exert more 
power to slice into the wind in front of 
them. The lead rider would then dip out of 
the train, moving higher up the velodrome 
track, before slotting back in at the back, 
recovering in the slipstream. 

Most teams adopted a similar strategy 
to spread the workload out evenly. Teams 

data, to help them get 
an understanding of 
which elements are 
more important.

“They’ll come back 
to you with so many 

more ideas than you could ever think of, 
because instead of one person thinking 
about it, you’ve got 10 or 15 people mulling 
things over.”

The team, instead of employing Bigham 
full-time, employs three members on a 
part-time basis. “You get more than three 
people’s worth of performance because  
of the interactions and how those ideas  
can propagate.”

His attitude to setting goals, collective 
progress and testing the boundaries 
all stem from Bigham’s engineering 
background, including his time working 
for the Mercedes Formula 1 team in the 
aerodynamics department.

“Every department has their own 
metrics. Each metric is on the big screen 
when you walk through the front door,  
so everybody can see the target that 
everyone is working to. 

“There was a willingness to question 
absolutely everything; nothing is ever a 
given. It might be some incredible work 
that the entire team has worked on for 
a decade, but the culture allows you to 
consider doing things a different way. 
It’s always done with a positive mindset 
because everyone is pushing in the same 
direction, and that’s so motivating.” 

What’s next for Bigham? 
“I’ll have the Tour of Britain, the  

World Championships in September, 
before my season finishes with the 
National Championships.

“Oh, and I’m trying to beat Bradley 
Wiggins’ world hour record.”

would generally cover three or four laps 
at the start of a race before switching. 
Bigham’s team calculated that it would be 
faster to cover five or six laps at the start.

“Each change costs the team in pace 
consistency. Each switch requires an 
acceleration: more power. By reducing  
the number of changes throughout a race, 
the team doesn’t need to accelerate as 
much in order to keep up the pace.”

By cutting the number of changes 
from 10 to five across the course of a 
race, Bigham calculated that the team 
saves around a second of additional 
effort. When races are decided by such 
minuscule differences, it’s a considerable 
amount of time. 

“For no more effort, you’re 
going one second faster. 
People argued against us, 
saying that it’s much harder 
to do, but the physics and 
maths showed it works, and 
we were able to beat them  
in competition with it.”

Bigham’s meticulous mentality also 
allowed him to extract extra performance 
through carefully interpreting competition 
regulations, pushing them to their limit. 
For example, in the team pursuit race, the 
four riders complete several laps of the 
velodrome. But the rules state that only 
three riders are required to cross the finish 
line. This interpretation was fed into the 
team’s calculations, from which Bigham 
deduced that it was a wasteful use of a 

Fair enough. Wiggins set the record in  
June 2015, cycling 54.526km in an hour at the 
Lee Valley VeloPark in London. The world 
record has since been broken; it is now held 
by the Belgian rider Victor Campanaerts, 
who hit 55.089km in April 2019.

Bigham intends to head to Bolivia for his 
attempt, as his calculations show it is faster 
to go at altitude.

“You lose a bit in power, but you gain so 
much more in a reduction of drag.”

It is a case of pure reverse engineering. 
He knows he needs to reach a consistent 
speed of 55 km/h. He can deduce what 
amount of power he must input, and what 
he needs to do to reduce drag by enough.

There are no outside influences; it’s one 
rider against the clock. It’s where Bigham 
is his most comfortable – with a clear goal 
in sight and an ability to plot his journey 
with delicate precision 

 

Bigham’s advice

– Have a clear goal that you wake  
up feeling passionate about. That 
passion drives the innovation. And  
the clarity allows you to understand 
what really matters.

– Don’t focus too much on the 
competition; if you concentrate on 
them and try to copy them, at best 
you’re going to be a step behind. 

– Be as objective as possible.  
Subjectivity can cloud your  
judgement and ingrain those  
incorrect assumptions even deeper. 

Dan Bigham’s book, Start at the End:  
How Reverse-Engineering Can Lead  
to Success, was published in May 2021
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HUUB-Wattbike Test Team riders 
John Archibald, Dan Bigham  
and Will Perrett on their way to 
winning gold in the Male Team 
Pursuit final during day three 
of the HSBC UK National Track 
Championships at the National 
Cycling Centre, Manchester. 
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“To get to where you need to be, you might 
need to lay the foundations very early on 
with a totally different approach.”
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“We fear change.” A line from the 1992 
cult comedy Wayne’s World, but also a 
mantra firmly bedded deep within the 
human psyche. In fact, psychologically, 
we naturally fear change because we  
are unable to anticipate the outcome.  
We have a collective fear of the unknown. 
Timothy Ferriss, author of The 4-Hour 
Workweek, says that people will choose 
unhappiness over uncertainty. Which  
is why the next decisions leaders take  
on workplace will be critical.

In the early part of 2020, the world 
experienced the largest, sudden change 
of ways of working in modern times. 
Thinking back, it almost feels like the  
shift happened over night. Organisations 
across the globe were forced to think 
on their feet and send their knowledge 
workers home while CRE, IT and HR teams 
were working hard to make it happen. 

Leesman data suggests that the transition 
went quite well. With data from almost a 
year and a half of home working at hand, 
we can conclude that a large proportion of 
employees have had quite an outstanding 
experience working from home. The 
average home working experience, 
measured by H-Lmi, across the 221,841 
home workers who have responded to our 
survey since the start of the pandemic,  
is 73.8, where a score of 70.0 or above is 
what we would classify as outstanding. 

Organisations were either already 
well equipped, or managed to mobilise 
fast, to ensure that their employees had 
the digital tools they needed to work 
away from the corporate office. We see 
this in 80.9% of employees agreeing that 
they have the IT devices and tools they 
need, and 90.6% agreeing that they have 
access to the software applications and 

leaders had to ask their employees to pack 
their laptop bags and work from home, 
very few asked: “Why?” 

The change was justified and also well 
sustained by the logistical magic of many 
support teams working incredibly hard. 
And even though the duration of the 
refreeze was unknown (and still is in  
some parts of the world), people adapted. 

Fast-forward to the present day and 
those same leaders are now planning 
for what working will look like when 
COVID-19 is not posing any restrictions 
on work and life. But what is the trigger to 
unfreeze this time? What is the reason to 
kick-start the second considerable change 
programme in less than two years? 

Also, the timing of this change may get 
challenged by many, as we’re working with 
an unfreeze with blurred lines as opposed 
to the very clear message that most 
governments gave that now was the time 
to act. How does one justify that now is the 
time to start moving towards the desired 
new status quo, as opposed to waiting 
slightly longer? 

With many organisations yet to define 
their future workplace strategy, what the 
end-goal of this change is, is also not that 
clear. In a recent poll of decision makers 
in real estate, 29% told Leesman that they 
were in the early stages of planning their 
post-pandemic strategy. And a third (34%) 
said that their strategy was in place, but  
it has not yet been communicated with 
their employees. 

We have clearly seen in our data that 
employees have very different preferences 
regarding where and how to work in 
the future; out of 80,634 employees who 
have responded to the question about the 
number of days they prefer to work in their 
office workplace post-pandemic, 16% want 
to be back in the office 4-5 days per week 
while 37% want to go to the corporate office 
at most 1 day per week. These numbers 
vary from one organisation to another, 
and between departments and functions 
within the same organisation. 

programmes they need to work from 
home. And even though Zoom-fatigue is 
now a thing, we can only conclude that 
video conferencing is generally better 
supported from the comfort of our homes 
(89.4% say it’s supported) compared to in 
the office (66.9%).

Adaptation certainly also happened at 
the individual employee-level. Employees 
did their best to get through the situation, 
even though we do know that the sense 
of connection to your colleagues and 
the organisation has suffered. Our data 
suggests that, where possible, employees 
have made the effort to carve out space for 
working at home, if possible. In 2019, 34% 
of the respondents who could work from 
home reported that they work from a non-
work specific location at home, compared 
to 25% after approximately 18 months of 
home working (at the end of June 2021).

All in all, what we saw in early 2020 was 
the largest and fastest change in ways of 
working so far. As a change programme,  
it gets an A+. But now there’s another 
change ahead, and this one may be just  
a bit trickier. 

Kurt Lewin was a German-American 
psychologist, born in Poland before later 
emigrating to the United States. He is 
known as one of the pioneers of modern 
social psychology.

Lewin’s well-known  
model of how to implement 
change involves three steps: 
unfreezing, changing,  
and refreezing. 

The unfreezing phase entails creating the 
perception that a change is needed, then 
moving towards the new in the changing 
phase, and then solidifying the new 
behaviour as the norm.

The first phase is absolutely crucial 
because change resistance – or change 
critique as I prefer to call it – can often be 
caused by a lack of understanding of why 
the change is needed in the first place. This 
is why we may find that the change to fully 
remote working was – albeit a massive 
undertaking – still the “easier” change 
to implement. The spread of COVID-19, 
declared a pandemic by the World 
Health Organisation (WHO), completely 
dominated every single newspaper and 
news broadcast, and countries were 
locking down. Nobody could escape  
the seriousness in what was going on. 

Therefore, there was a very clear 
external trigger that caused an evident 
need to unfreeze the status quo. When 
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Kurt Lewin’s change model explains why employees 
embraced the change to remote working at the 
beginning of the pandemic; there was a clear 
perception that change was needed. Finding the ‘why’ 
behind your change will be harder this time around.

The following data is reported as at Q2/2021

Source: Leesman, N=80,634 as at Q2/2021
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 “Which of the following best describes your organisation’s post pandemic workplace strategy?”

Yet to properly 
assess future 

strategy

Early stage of 
planning 

our strategy

Strategy in place 
but not been 

communicated  
to employees

Strategy in place 
and has been 

communicated  
to employees

1%

34%
29%

36%

CHANGE CATALYSTS

Source: Leesman CRE Poll 2021, N=102

Without a clear external trigger that justifies 
why another change is needed, we may see 
more change critique this time around. The 
average employee has had an outstanding 
experience working from home; they may not 
have a perception that change is needed at all.

Planning Action Result

Unfreezing Changing Refreezing

Where the big shift early 2020 had a  
clear objective—everyone who could 
needed to work from home—this time 
there is no one single evident solution, 
making this change even harder to 
design and implement.

What is clear though is that the 
office workplace will now need a clear 
purpose and employees will need a clear 
reason to go to there. Gone are the days 
when one would get up in the morning, 
shower, have breakfast and then head to 
the office almost as by default. Instead, 
every day will involve a decision of not 
only what are my priorities today, but 
also where do I do them. 

It will therefore be crucial that every 
organisation 
looks for the 
right solution for 
themselves and 
their employees. 
And our poll of 
CRE leaders shows 
just how bespoke 
these decisions 
can be. The poll 
found that 41% 
had not made a 

decision on whether employees will be 
given free choice over when they use the 
office, but 37% say they will be offering 
complete freedom to their workforce.

We should keep in mind that, as 
opposed to the change we did in the 
beginning of 2020, this change project 
will be a lot fuzzier, and ultimately 
slower. It will never reach a point of 
completion; change will be continuous 
and will require constant monitoring 
and adaptation. The change from office 
to home working was clear, enforced 
and happened almost overnight. It’s 
very important to accept that this 
refreeze will take time, and due to 
everything we’ve learnt and uncovered 
through the pandemic, there is no clear 
route back to corporate workplaces. 

And as with any organisational 
change programme, it will be important 
to listen to your employees along the 
way. Two-way communication will be 
crucial to create a sense that change is 
needed from the remote-first life that 
most of us have been living for longer 
than any one of us would ever have 
imagined, and to find the right solution 
that will be embraced by the entire 
organisation. Without it, the workforce 
will remain uncertain, and will still  
fear change 

 “How many days per week would you like to work in your main workplace post Covid-19?”



Lmi
Our performance

Lmi 

64.0
Respondents 

860,476
Buildings 

5,764
Countries 

104

The Leesman Lmi is a standardised score of 
workplace experience. It is calculated from the 
responses to the Workplace Impact (p15 Q1) and 
Work Activities (Q2) questions. The data column 
to the right shows the top five differences in 

  2   It creates an enjoyable environment  
 to work in

Agreement global 61.2%
Agreement Leesman+  79.6% 
% Gap 18.4%

  3   It enables us to work productively

Agreement global 65.9%
Agreement Leesman+  81.1%
% Gap 15.2%

 4  It enables me to work productively

Agreement global 64.2%
Agreement Leesman+  78.3% 
% Gap 14.1%    

 1  It’s a place I’m proud to bring visitors to

Agreement global 55.3%
Agreement Leesman+  82.3%
% Gap 27.0%

Top 5 differences in  
Workplace Impact

  5  It contributes to a sense of community  
 at work

Agreement global 61.1%
Agreement Leesman+  74.5%
% Gap 13.4%

Top 5 differences in  
Work Activities

  2  Informal, un-planned meetings

Support global  65.2%
Support Leesman+ 83.8%
% Gap 18.6%

 1  Thinking/creative thinking

Support global  55.4%
Support Leesman+ 74.8%
% Gap 19.4%

  3   Relaxing/taking a break

Support global  63.2%
Support Leesman+ 81.7%
% Gap 18.5%

  5   Hosting visitors, clients or customers

Support global  65.8%
Support Leesman+ 83.4%
% Gap 17.6%

Top 5 differences in  
Workplace Features 

  5   Quiet rooms for working alone or in pairs

Satisfaction global  32.9%
Satisfaction Leesman+ 57.6%
% Gap 24.7%

 4   General décor

Satisfaction global  45.0%
Satisfaction Leesman+ 73.3% 
% Gap 28.3%

  3   Atriums & communal areas

Satisfaction global  43.6%
Satisfaction Leesman+ 74.3% 
% Gap 30.7%

  2   Informal work areas/break-out zones

Satisfaction global  42.2%
Satisfaction Leesman+ 73.0% 
% Gap 30.8%

 1   Variety of different types of workspace

Satisfaction global  36.8%
Satisfaction Leesman+ 69.9%
% Gap 33.1%

 Total no. of respondents
 Sentiment super driver

Data ranked by importance
 Not supported at all
 Very under supported  
 Under supported  
 Supported  
 Well supported  
 Very well supported

Data ranked by importance
 Not provided
 Highly dissatisfied  
 Dissatisfied  
 Neutral  
 Satisfied  
 Highly satisfied

Data ranked by importance
 Not provided
 Highly dissatisfied  
 Dissatisfied  
 Neutral  
 Satisfied  
 Highly satisfied

*  Added in March 2015 

Data ranked by agreement
 Disagree strongly
 Disagree  
 Disagree slightly  
 Neutral   
 Agree slightly  
 Agree  
 Agree strongly

Importance

Importance

Importance

Agreement

0 20% 80%40% 100%60%

Number of responses

Number of responses

Percentage of responses

Number of responses

Satisfaction

Satisfaction

Supported

Data summary  |  2021 Q2  |  Ratings reported from 860,476 respondents to date
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The charts here show the importance of each Activity, Physical Feature and Service Feature. To Q.2, Q.3 and Q.4, the bar length shows the volume of importance.  
The colour coding within the bar then shows supported / satisfaction figures delivered across the full database to each line.
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Home working data summary

H-Lmi 

73.8
No. of employees 

221,841
No. of workplaces 

1,732
No. of countries 

94
No. of employees  

working from home

187,464

Healthy work-life 
balance agreement

71.5%

Connected to 
colleagues agreement

63.3%

 21   Hosting visitors, clients or customers 17.4% 36.3%

 20   Using technical/specialist equipment or materials 17.7% 63.9%

 19   Spreading out paper or materials 20.5% 62.3%

 18   Individual focused work away from your desk 22.9% 78.5%

 17   Private conversations 33.4% 87.5%

ImportanceBottom 5 importance Supported

1   Individual focused work, desk based 88.7% 90.5%

2   Planned meetings 79.4% 94.1%

3   Collaborating on focused work 61.6% 82.6%

4   Telephone conversations 57.8% 93.0%

5   Relaxing/taking a break 54.4% 79.9%

ImportanceTop 5 importance

Activities

Home working impact Home working setting

Features

Supported

 11   Computing equipment, fixed (desktop) 24.9% 58.6%

 10   Wired network connectivity 26.3% 63.9%

9   Telephone equipment 45.1% 71.5%

8   Printing/copying/scanning equipment 46.0% 22.0%

7   Audio headset 67.0% 68.1%

ImportanceBottom 5 importance Satisfaction

1   Desk or table 90.6% 65.7%

2   Chair 89.7% 59.0%

3   WiFi network connectivity 89.2% 77.3%

4   Computing equipment, mobile (e.g. laptop, tablet) 86.9% 85.4%

5   Remote access to work files or network 74.4% 81.8%

ImportanceTop 5 importance Satisfaction

performance between the Leesman+ high-performing 
workplaces and the global averages. The data on 
p15 shows the importance of each activity, physical 
feature and service feature, and the agreement scores 
to the Workplace Impact questions.

A dedicated work room 
or office  44%

A dedicated work area 
(but not a separate room) 31%

A non-work specific home location 
(such as a dining table) 25%

H-Lmi
66.1

H-Lmi
74.1

H-Lmi
78.4

Data as at 30.06.2021

For the past decade, Leesman has been measuring how corporate workplaces around the globe support the employees that inhabit them. Though conventional 
working environments have changed due to COVID-19, we feel that employers should still be able to gain comprehensive insights into how their employees’ home 
environments are supporting them. Since April last year, we broadened our line of enquiry to offer organisations absolute clarity when it comes to understanding 
the impact working from home has on employee experience.

Productivity 
agreement

83.5%

 4   Private conversations

Support global  52.4%
Support Leesman+ 70.8%
% Gap 18.4%

84.8%
70.8%
65.9%
64.2%
61.1%
61.2%
55.3%

91.3%
74.1%
67.7%
56.7%
56.0%
50.4%
47.2%
45.2%
45.2%
43.1%
41.9%
41.2%
40.3%
39.4%
38.1%
36.9%
34.2%
32.8%
30.9%
30.3%
21.0%

78.2%
81.7%
65.3%
65.2%
75.6%
63.2%
72.2%
88.1%
61.8%
75.7%
78.9%
55.4%
52.4%
58.9%
66.9%
67.2%
64.7%
65.8%
68.2%
60.1%
67.5%

77.2%
74.7%
72.4%
72.4%
68.0%
67.4%
66.6%
65.8%
60.9%
56.6%
54.8%
54.5%
53.6%
49.2%
47.3%
46.5%
45.5%
43.4%
42.5%
40.9%
37.2%
34.3%
29.2%
29.1%
28.0%

61.8%
64.4%
60.4%
51.7%
62.7%
48.8%
73.3%
66.9%
70.4%
67.3%
76.9%
51.5%
68.3%
67.0%
72.0%
39.9%
68.7%
69.8%
66.6%
60.1%
63.0%
50.8%
37.9%
52.7%
46.8%

84.3%
83.2%
77.0%
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68.5%
67.3%
64.9%
61.3%
59.6%
54.0%
52.7%
50.9%
50.5%
50.4%
50.0%
47.9%
44.8%
44.6%
38.6%
37.4%
33.0%
30.0%
23.9%

72.6%
67.3%
55.6%
33.4%
32.5%
59.0%
56.9%
45.6%
54.7%
60.9%
32.9%
48.9%
47.4%
45.0%
35.3%
42.2%
71.8%
47.7%
29.7%
39.0%
43.6%
30.0%
36.8%
42.5%
38.1%

Q.1 How much do you agree or disagree with the following statements about your workplace?

  The design of my workplace is important to me  
  It supports me sharing ideas/knowledge amongst colleagues  
  It enables us to work productively  
  It enables me to work productively  
  It contributes to a sense of community at work  
  It creates an enjoyable environment to work in  
  It's a place I'm proud to bring visitors to  

Q.2 Which of the following activities are important to the work that you do, and how well are they supported in your workplace?

  Individual focused work, desk based  
  Planned meetings  
  Telephone conversations  
  Informal, un-planned meetings  
  Collaborating on focused work  
  Relaxing/taking a break  
  Audio conferences  
  Individual routine tasks  
  Reading  
  Informal social interaction  
  Learning from others  
  Thinking/creative thinking  
  Private conversations  
  Business confidential discussions  
  Video conferences  
  Collaborating on creative work  
  Larger group meetings or audiences  
  Hosting visitors, clients or customers  
  Individual focused work away from your desk  
  Spreading out paper or materials  
  Using technical/specialist equipment or materials  

Q.3 Which physical features are important in creating an effective work environment for you, and how satisfied are you with them in your workplace?

  Desk  
  Chair  
  Meeting rooms (small)  
  Temperature control  
  Noise levels  
  Natural light  
  Personal storage  
  Air quality  
  Meeting rooms (large)  
  Office lighting  
  Quiet rooms for working alone or in pairs  
  Desk/room booking systems  
  Ability to personalise my workstation  
  General décor  
  Plants & greenery  
  Informal work areas/break-out zones  
  Accessibility of colleagues  
  Space between work settings  
  People walking past your workstation  
  Dividers (between desk/areas)  
  Atriums & communal areas  
  Art & photography  
  Variety of different types of workspace  
  Shared storage  
  Archive storage  

Q.4 Which service features are important in creating an effective work environment for you, and how satisfied are you with them in your workplace?
   Tea, coffee & other refreshment facilities  
  General cleanliness  
  IT Help desk*  
  Toilets/W.C.  
  WiFi network connectivity in the office*  
  Restaurant/canteen  
  Printing/copying/scanning equipment  
  General tidiness  
  Computing equipment, mobile (e.g. laptop, tablet)*  
  Telephone equipment  
  Security  
  Parking (e.g. car, motorbike or bicycle)  
  Remote access to work files or network  
  Access (e.g. lifts, stairways, ramps)  
  Wired in-office network connectivity  
  Leisure facilities onsite or nearby (e.g. gym, fitness/wellness centre)  
  Health & safety provision  
  Mail & post room services  
  Computing equipment, fixed (desktop)  
  Hospitality services (e.g. guest reception/services, catering, meeting services)  
  Reception areas  
  Audio-Visual equipment  
  Shower facilities*  
  Internal signage  
  Guest/visitor network access  
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Improv comedy teaches us to make the 
best of what we are given and to find new 
opportunities in the unexpected. Last 
month, Mullarkey’s long-running show 
returned to the West End in-person for the 
first time. The format has now been running 
for 36 years, regularly starring comedians 
such as Paul Merton, and it inspired the 
1990s TV show Whose Line Is It Anyway?

In the preceding 15 months, Mullarkey has 
done the same thing that most knowledge 
workers have had to do: adapt. From small 
businesses owners to leaders of large 
corporations, Mullarkey’s workshops focus on 
teamwork, agility and adaptability in rapidly 
changing environments. His work reaches 
far beyond people skills; it teaches a different 
mindset in how we approach problems, 
breaking down often uncomfortable barriers 
around public speaking and the sharing of 
ideas, which are often erected by processes, 
rules and conformity.

Here, he walks us through how the rules of 
improv can help navigate everyone through 
a hybrid work environment; making the best 
of what we are given through the act of being  
flexible enough to entertain and cultivate 
new ideas.

The basics of improv teach us about 
active listening, suspending judgement 
and spotting emerging opportunities. 
We are taught to look at what we do and 
what we don’t have. You’re not looking for the 
perfect scene, you’re devising collaborative 
tales. What materialises may not be what you 
thought would happen, but instead you run 
with it and seek out possible opportunities 
to move the story forward. We need curiosity, 
agility and trust if we are to succeed in improv 
– it’s the same in today’s workplace. We have 
to be nimble enough to keep connected and 
find ways to create new ideas and innovate 
remotely, which can be a challenge on Zoom. 
But there are practices which can maximise 
what we have available to us. We need to 
suspend our judgement while we allow new 
technologies and ideas to mature.

Improv says: let’s try something new.
Let’s see how it goes and keep checking in on 
the story. We don’t mind losing an element 
in an improv scene that happened initially; 
you have to be open to change and nimble 
enough to change at the right time. Improv 
has so many parallels: in rapid prototyping, 

such as agile software development.  
We have a plan, but it is held very lightly  
to allow iterations and improvements.  
Many people in the military, including  
Dwight D. Eisenhower, have claimed that 
“plans are worthless, but planning is 
everything”. Once you come to need your 
plan, the very nature of such situations is  
so volatile and unexpected that it is unlikely 
to happen the way you are planning it to.

In improv, we talk of attention vs intention.
If you are attentive and have intention, 
you are working with an idea and you are 
attending to how it progresses – how the 
data evolves and the idea progresses. But 
there are times when you only have one or 
the other. Perhaps you have an idea but have 
no attention – you have a plan, and you will 
stick to it whatever happens. Or you are flying 
in the wind with no particular plan, but you’re 
aware of your partners and surroundings.  
If you have neither, that is a bit like winging  
it and you’ll be unable to progress.

Radical candour is a similar theory in 
leadership skills which draws several 
parallels: you are challenging directly 
while caring personally. If you’re not caring 
personally but challenging directly, it can feel 
like brutal honesty; the individual feels like 
there is a lack of compassion. Conversely, 
caring personally without challenging 
directly is known as ruinous empathy, usually 
done to spare someone’s feelings, but it 
equally fails to help the individual progress.

Improv says: pay attention to what’s 
happening at the other end.
You’re only as good as your partner. In order 
to succeed in improv, you need to practice 
active listening. This collaboration allows 
you to creatively find solutions to your 
problem. Particularly in today’s working 
environment, where we have spent the last 
year on Zoom calls, we need to understand 
what is happening at the other end of the  
call to keep people engaged and ensure  
each call is as effective as they can be.

For instance, I’m much closer to your face on 
Zoom than I would be in person. I’m getting 
more information from you; your body 
language, your face and demeanour, how 
you move. All of this will be apparent at the 
other end. But there are things happening at 
the other end which aren’t necessarily visible. 
One of my clients asked her boss if they could 
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avoid meetings at 1pm and 5pm because that’s 
when it’s feeding time for their children. 

You work with what you have, 
what everyone else has, and 
act on it accordingly to find  
a solution.

Neuroscience says that we need a change 
every five minutes.
Our attention span is shorter than it was just 
twenty years ago. Even things like standing 
up while you present or having 3D objects in 
shot—I have taken to using flip charts—are 
more interesting for the viewer than a slide 
deck. Use constant interaction to keep up  
the engagement.

There’s a phenomenon called Zoom fatigue, 
Netflix intrigue: while watching a TV 
programme, there may be 20 cuts or more  
in a minute. When you are following a  
Zoom presentation, you’re watching that 
same person for 20 minutes or more. 

Improv is not the same as ‘winging it’.
The term derives from theatre, where the 
actor has not learned their lines, and will try 
and memorise them in the wings, backstage. 
Improv is the opposite: there is no script at all. 

Having a script may prevent 
you from being fully aware  
of what’s unfolding. Improv  
is a conversation, where  
your response is a reaction to 
something that’s happening  
in front of you. 

You accept the external information given to 
you and you respond, and your response then 
becomes part of the script. We have cobbled 
together a bit of a script in the last 18 months 
about how to work and we quite quickly fell into 
comfortable habits. Instead of reverting to the 
old script, or trying to ‘wing it’, we should look at 
what worked in Spring 2020 that didn’t work in 
Summer 2021. What’s going to stop working as 
we move into Autumn 2021? What’s the best use 
of technology? What’s the best use of people’s 
energy? We can ad lib our strategy, but that only 
works alongside a prepared script  

Can improvised comedy make you better at Zoom 
pitches, a more empathic leader, or a more creative 
problem solver? One comedian explains how the 
form can help us become better hybrid workers.
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